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A NEW APPROACH------THE USE OF MSCS FOR
SPACECRAFT TT&C DATA TRANSMISSION

Zhang Jisheng
China Satellite Launch and Tracking Control General (CLTC)

ABSTRACT

As Mobile Satellite Communication Systems (MSCS), such as INMARSAT, Iridium,
Globalstar, ICO, et al, are emerging, the feasibility analysis of MSCS using for spacecraft
TT&C data transmission have been studied by many space agencies and scientists. In this
paper, the usability of MSCS’s low data transmission for modern spacecraft is analyzed.
The availability of existing and near future MSCS are reviewed briefly in terms of orbital
coverage, data transmission rate, EIRP, adaptability and so on. The special problems to be
resolved are discussed such as compensation for high Doppler frequency shift, provision of
user spacecraft EIRP, antenna beams steering of user spacecraft, use of advanced
modulation scheme.
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1.  INTRODUCTION

The Iridium system has started operation in November last year and is providing a new
4.8Kb - 2.4Kb/s communication capability for ground global mobile users. Many of such
system as globalstar, ICO, are operating near future. In fact, the INMARSAT has been
operated for many years. This has stimulated the thinking of using this kind of MSCS for
spacecraft low rate data transmission. This concept has germinated long ago. Space
community of many countries have been studying the feasibility of using more realistic
MSCS for transmitting user spacecraft low rate TT&C data.[1]

Analyzing from the basic system operational principle, the main goal of current MSCS
systems is to provide narrow-band communication (voice, telex, low rate data, etc.) for
low velocity mobile user on the surface of the earth. Now these systems can not meet
spectrum of TT&C and communication requirements for multi-type spacecraft. However,
if this capability is used, it could still bring about significant benefit for spacecraft
operation and cost reducing.



2.  USABILITY OF MSCS FOR MODEN SPACECRAFT

2.1 Utilization of low-rate data transmission capability
With the development of space technology and spacecraft, reliability of space-borne
subsystems has been greatly improved and the level of autonomy is significantly enhanced
today. Quite a number of routine operations and control can be performed on board the
spacecraft and the spacecraft will enter safety mode and call ground controller for help
only when scarce anomaly occurred. People have already proposed new concepts such as
“lights-out” operation, beacon tracking, and virtual control center.[3,4] Combined with these
concepts, the low rate data transmission capability provided by MSCS can connect to
ground users and controllers at any time.

Currently many control functions of spacecraft can be carried out on-board. Command
sequence for complicated operations can either be generated on-board or stored in solid
state storage on-board before launch. Therefore, the data uplinked from the ground is
reduced further.

To provide the ground analyzers with necessary telemetry data, storage on-board can store
a significant amount of telemetry data covering a significant period of time. Actually only
changing and abnormal telemetry should be stored to provide needed information for
anomaly detection, isolation and resolution. After further development of spacecraft
autonomy and with the new intelligent data compression and signature extraction in the
future, downlinked data will greatly decrease also.

After GNSS positioning and orbit determination (first step is GPS + Glonass) is adopted
by spacecraft, ground TT&C stations will not be required to transmit complicated ranging
and range rate signals, and to arrange periodic orbit measurement and orbit computation
and prediction. In the future, the main function of the space-ground link will be tow way
data transmission between ground and user spacecraft. The spacecraft can also arrange its
own activities according to GNSS data, which is downlinked at very low data rate.

2.2 Reduction of TT&C cost
Compared to current TT&C means, cost-effectiveness of using commercial MSCS to
transmit spacecraft data is the highest. For example, in addition to annual operation and
maintenance, the initial cost to build a TT&C earth station is US$10 million while its
orbital coverage for medium and low earth orbit spacecraft is only several percent. Based
upon 1996 quotation, the Single Access Service charge of TDRSS is US$186 per minute
(Constrained); Multiple Access Service charge is US$42 per minute; While it is only US$3
to 6 per minute for MSCS.



The low cost of MSCS is the result of the large number of users and stiff competition in
the market. Because it is constantly used by a large number of users, its system availability
is relatively high. However, the data rate of this service can achieve is still very low.

2.3 Increase of orbital coverage for user spacecraft
A greater number of MSCS in the future will be global systems and the spacecraft, as one
of its mobile user in space, can establish a communication link with ground controller at
any position in orbit. This is a very high orbital coverage that traditional ground network
cannot possibly achieve. Making use of this feature, a high degree of communication real-
timeliness can be achieved. As soon as the spacecraft find opportunity object, it will send
alarms. More space-ground interactive control can also be done. Due to this extended
communication time, it is also possible to transmit slowly at a low rate high resolution
image information observed over a certain region.

2.4 Boosting the pace of TT&C service commercialization[2]

Many people think that the commercialization of TT&C services will significantly lower
the TT&C and operations cost of space missions. However, the magnitude of reduction
and the process of TT&C service commercialization depend greatly on market
requirements and competition. Current MSCS systems or MSCS system under
construction have not taken into consideration the peculiar requirements of spacecraft
TT&C and this has brought a lot of inconvenience for TT&C community. A market could
evolve once many countries and many space missions exploit this service. The users and
operators will discuss together to find a more suitable and even cheaper spacecraft data
transmission service.

3.  ANALYSIS OF MSCS APPLICABILITY

Although there will be various global and regional MSCS, their system design has not
taken spacecraft data transmission requirements into consideration. In selecting a more
suitable system based on user spacecraft requirements, the following aspects must be
considered:

1) Orbital coverage for user spacecraft and continuity of communication
A few of the MSCS systems covers only a certain country or a certain region (e.g., north
America or Asia-Pacific region). The coverage of such systems for user spacecraft is not
much larger than ground-based systems. The majority of MSCS systems consist of small
satellite constellations in multiple orbit planes. Such systems provide good communication
performance for slow velocity ground users but not in-orbit spacecraft. For example, when
the orbits height of the user spacecraft and the communication satellite is near, the user
spacecraft will pass the upper part of cone-shaped earth-pointing beam of the satellite and
thus the coverage time is very short (see Figure 1).



Most of the MSCS systems use cluster of spot beams to cover ground users to reduce the
EIRP the user equipment has to emit. Because of the relative velocity between user
satellite and communication satellite, the stable communication time is extremely short. To
maintain as long as possible the communication time of the ground controller with the user
satellite, frequent hand-over between spot beams and small satellites must be performed
which result in complicated system operations. Therefore, these MSCS system which work
with cluster of spot beams cannot be used for spacecraft communication when inter-beam
users are unable to carry out transparent fast hand-over.

Concluding from this point, the MSCS systems using medium and high altitude satellites
with fewer beams are more beneficial.

2) Data transmission rate MSCS can achieve
Modem MSCS systems are all digital communication systems. This is favorable for
spacecraft data transmission. However, most systems make advantage of state-of-the-art
technical development and transmit at 2.4kbps~4.8kbps voice with certain legibility or low
rate data, thus bandwidth assigned to each channel is extremely narrow. For user
spacecraft, the higher the data transmission rate, the better. Moreover, a certain amount of
bandwidth margin provides room for spread spectrum communication, secure
communication and enhance communication quality.

3) EIRP and G/T of MSCS satellites
Link budget shows that the key segment is communication satellite--user spacecraft part of
the return link, because the ground station can use powerful amplifiers and large aperture
antennas, the user spacecraft, especially small satellites, has many restraints for example in
carrying large parabolic antennas with complex beam pointing control. Therefore, selection
of communication satellite with larger EIRP and G/T can improve data transmission
capacity and reduce the pressure on spacecraft EIRP.

4) Adaptability to high velocity users
MSCS has the ability to adapt to ground or even air mobile users but it does not have the
ability to the high velocity spacecraft. Spacecraft users require rapid establishment of
communication link and retain it for a considerable length of time for continuous
communication.

5) Others
Besides the above factors, the survivability of MSCS itself, technical basis for user
spacecraft equipment development, transponder linearisation of communication satellite,
polarization of on-board antennas (favorably circular), system operational efficiency,
communication tolls, etc., must also be considered.



4.  PRELIMINARY CONCEPT

4.1 Use of INMARSAT system
After study of operational MSCS systems and MSCS systems under development (e.g.,
Iridium, Globalstar, ICO, INMARSAT, Orbcom), INMARSAT system and its global
beam transponders are recommended as the first step for the following reasons:

a)  INMARSAT is already a mature system and the EIRP and G/T of the third generation
INMARSAT satellites are relatively higher. Currently, there are already over 26,000
operational INMARSAT-A terminals, 28,000 INMARSAT-C terminals, 11,800
INMARSAT-M terminals, 28,000 INMARSAT-B terminals and over 1,500 INMARSAT
Aero terminals.

b)  The four geostationary INMARSAT III satellites cover 100% of medium and low earth
orbit spacecraft orbit with considerable overlaps. With their global beams, hand-overs
between satellites in each pass of the user spacecraft are fewer and thus result in simplified
operation and favorable communication continuity.

c)  High data transmission rate. The data rate of INMARSAT-B terminals is up to
56-64kbps. This is favorable for spacecraft communication. The system also provides
varied types of services for different user spacecraft to choose from.

d)  With help of the Network Coordination Center (NCS), the system allows two users,
one in space and other on ground, to communicate directly within one global beam.

 e)  The system adapts well to mobile users. Aeronautical terminal has been in operation.
Hand-held terminals are under development. This provides good environment for
development of spacecraft-borne terminals.

f)  Service toll is decreasing.
Other geostationary communication satellites with global beams, for example, Intelsat can
also be used. However, their capability to adapt to high mobility users is not as good.

4.2 Measures to be taken
It can be concluded that there are still some technical difficulties to overcome for
spacecraft to use commercial off-the-shelf terminal, for example, Doppler shift
compensation, restraints on the size, weight and power consumption of communication
equipment, and the adaptability of the communication equipment to the space environment.
The data transmission rate of 2.4kbps is still too low. Data terminals with higher data rate
(e.g., 56-64kbps) suitable for spacecraft applications should be developed to exploit the
potential of the INMARSAT system.



The relative velocity of user spacecraft to geostationary communication satellite is lower
than that of the medium and low earth orbit spacecraft. But the maximum Doppler shift
range could still exceed the channel bandwidth and it must be compensated. One way to
do this is to acquire the narrow band beacon signal of INMARSAT satellites. Then,
correcting the transmit and receive frequencies of the spacecraft are made, taking the
acquired frequency as reference after it is scaled. Another way is to calculate the Doppler
shift of user spacecraft operating frequency based on spacecraft GNSS data and then
adjust the transmit and receive frequencies of the user spacecraft. Because the channel
spacing of the INMARSAT system is relatively wide and the GNSS data is accuracy, the
compensation is relatively easy.

The user spacecraft has to transmit a certain level of EIRP to send data at a certain data
rate. Currently there are a number of 30-40W L-band solid state amplifiers in the market.
Equipped with an antenna with a certain gain, this requirement can be met. Suitable
antennas for spacecraft are patch or slot array, quadrifilar helix, small parabolic antennas
and phased array antennas, etc. However, with increase of gain, beamwidth is decreasing,
and it becomes more difficult to acquire and track INMARSAT satellites. Considering
current situations, selection of 20dB gain will result in appropriate beamwidth and can
enable step control of antenna beams in program mode.

To save user spacecraft EIRP further, more efficient modulation and demodulation and
encoding techniques (e.g., MSK, QAM/QPSK, R-S coding, turbo coding) are
recommended. For example, the concatenated coding (convolution +R-S) has a net gain of
7dB.

5.  CONCLUSION

The INMARSAT system could be used to low rate data transmission for low earth orbit
spacecraft. However, this can not completely replace the functions of ground TT&C
systems. Because most MSCS systems use cluster of spot beams to cover ground users,
they cannot provide transparent communication links with optimum continuity. Therefore,
only the global beams of geostationary communication satellites can be used. This limits
the increase of data transmission rate. Future space-based high rate data communication
system may bring about some improvement. It is also hoped that future high rate satellite
communication system operators consider the requirements of space TT&C community.
For example, the GEO-LEO high data rate satellite communications system proposed by
Mr. Tadayosni Katoh and others[5] should regards medium and low earth orbit user
spacecraft as its system members. The return link data rate for user spacecraft will be
increased to 100Mbps. This will enable transmission of high data rate remote sensing data
for more spacecraft. Data rate of 0.1 to several Mbps will satisfy the TT&C requirements
of most medium and low earth orbit user spacecraft.



Figure 1  The coverage of MSCS for low orbit user satellite
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